
Whole Group 1

Let’s Read a Story 
Introduction: What kind of animal is on the cover of our book today? What do you 
know about polar bears?  Are the bears on the cover baby bears or grown-up bears? 

The title of our book is My Dad Loves Me. The author is Marianne Richmond. 
She is also the illustrator. What did Marianne Richmond do to make this book? 
(She wrote the words in the book and drew the pictures.)

If you were a Daddy bear, how would you show your little bear that you loved 
him or her? (Children may suggest: hugs, reading to him, playing with him, 
etc.) Listen to our book today and see how different animals show that they 
love their babies. 

Read the book: As you read, allow children to make comments.  

Let’s Talk Together 
Lead a discussion of the book using these questions:

 ❖ How did the Daddy cow show his baby love?

 ❖ What kind of Dad “hangs out” with his baby? 
Do you know another animal that “hangs out?” 

 ❖ What did the baby hippo hear when he passed the elephants?

 ❖ Tell me about the Daddy lion. What did he teach his baby? 
How do you think that sounded?

1A Let’s Play

Children use role-play to retell the story.

Provide dolls and stuffed animals (or use plastic or rubber animals). Have children take turns 
demonstrating things they would teach “their” babies. (eat, sit, talk/animal sounds, swim)

1B Let’s Draw

Children make hearts for friends and family.

Have children move to the Art Center. Have children cut out hearts and decorate them. Tell 
them that they will give the hearts to friends or family members to remind them that they love 
them. Help children write their names inside their hearts. 

1C Let’s Speak and Listen

Children work with the teacher to discuss the vocabulary words. 

Have children move to the Reading Center and gather around LEAP Into School!® Poster 10. 
Discuss drawing, holding, looking, making, and pointing. Explain that these are action 
words. Model a sentence using one of the words. I am holding a pencil. Point to the pictures 
and have children use each word in a sentence. Have children use the three words from the 
story—teach, protect, swing —in sentences too.

Richmond, Marianne.  
My Dad Loves Me
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